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Every time the Session meets,  
 the elders take turns opening with prayer.  
Whoever it is always does a thoughtful job,  
 and may write something out to read when it’s time. 
That was the case again last Sunday night  
 and there were some words in the prayer I wanted us all to hear, 
  so I asked for a copy, listen:  
   We thank you for the amazing community of servants  
   you have assembled in Blacksburg Presbyterian Church.  
   We thank you for inspiring teachers  
   who remind us how you call us each by name 

 --persistently, insistently— 
   expecting us to listen and respond. 
   We thank you for creative non-conformists  
   whose energy and humor sets us on fire for you. 
   And we thank you for the ordinarily devoted.  
   God, give us joy…while we gather, as the ordinarily devoted,  
 
We, the ordinarily devoted, have before us today  
 as our scripture, two public prayers.   
One is a psalm that looks at a glance  
 to be about the beauty, majesty and serenity of a sanctuary 
  —the Temple in Jerusalem.   
But soon the images of courtyards and eaves and doorways  
 give way to words about the blessings of relationship  
  with the God we meet in sacred space.  The God who dwells there. 
 
The other prayer is from a combined religious/political event  
 that could be straight out of the newspapers.   
It was prayed, as it were, in front of TV cameras  
 and radio mics and stands full of dignitaries  
  and cheering people at the equivalent of the National Cathedral.   
It is King Solomon’s prayer at the dedication of the Temple in Jerusalem,  
 newly built and shining, and in the prayer he gives thanks  
  for the covenant God made with his father David  
   and for the faithfulness God has promised 
     to show David’s descendants to all generations.   
So it’s a public prayer, and a political prayer,  
 and also a family prayer,  
  meant to consolidate Solomon’s power  
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   and demonstrate his own covenant faithfulness in building God a house. 
 
We get not just the prayer,  
 but a bit of narrative describing the scene  
  as the Ark of the Covenant,  
   which has been housed up to now in a tent,  
    is carried a few hundred yards into the Temple  
     past the reverent crowds.   
 When the priests carry the ark into the most holy place,  
  a cloud appears, a sign of God’s holy presence.   
   The cloud fills all the available space  
    so that the ministers from the big steeple churches in town 
     —the royal priesthood—all have to stand aside,  
      a nice reminder for clergy that it is God  
       who takes up all the room in any act of worship.   
 
Solomon, however, is not above using a religious moment  
 for his own agenda, and you can hear it in his prayer,  
  the longest prayer we have in the narratives of the Old Testament.   
Like all human prayers, it has its self-serving bits,  
 written less for God than for the surrounding crowd.   
Solomon recites a little history, shores up his political position,  
 reminds everybody about his succession to his father’s throne,  
  but in the end he gives prime place to God,  
   a hint of why Solomon was able to keep his throne for forty years.   
 
Somebody has tampered with Solomon’s prayer, however.   
 Whatever it once said, someone has come along later  
  and fiddled with the ending. 
   I’m talking about the “as long as we walk in the ways of God”    
    clause.   
The reason for the insert is that David’s undying reign,  
 as I pointed out last week,  
  is going to turn into quite a mess rather quickly,  
   right after the reign of Solomon himself.   
 And eventually the Temple,  
  the ostensible subject of both our prayers today,  
   will be sacked and gutted, and 
    everything of any use or value will be carted off.   
 
So somebody at a much later date, a priest in exile perhaps,  
 has fooled with Solomon’s words  
  to make room for this downfall, by saying that  
   when people don’t keep  
    their end of the covenant bargain, things fall apart.    
 The words were inserted in the original after the fact  
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  to explain exactly what was to come.   
 
Wouldn’t it be handy as a general rule  
 if your prayers could be edited at some point  
  to fit the events that follow?   
Right now many of my prayers have to do with  
  gratitude for my tiny granddaughter, Henley, 
  whom we got to see again this week; 
  worries for with the state of the country, which has me on edge  
  and with the upcoming stewardship campaign  
  whose success this fall will determine how much we as a church    
     will be able to do for each other          
      and the neighbors God sends our way.  
 
There are bound to be other people here today  
 who could name the prayers on your mind.  
Maybe you are a new student at Virginia Tech, or a returning student, 
 or a new staff member or professor.   
Maybe you are a parent whose just deposited a son or daughter  
 and going home to life without that child.   
Maybe you are someone who will head tomorrow  
 for what feels like the umpteenth time  
  to the same office or warehouse, field, or classroom or lab,  
   and it is hard for you to imagine nay prayer  
    that could bring any kind of energy or newness  
     to what has become routine.   
 
I remember very clearly praying 41 years ago  
 about whether or not to marry Robert.   
There was a bluff overlooking the valley  
 of the Kokosing River in central Ohio  
  where Robert and I lived and worked at the time.   
I was very young. I loved him but I was young and not quite sure.      
 I sat there looking out over the landscape  
  and asked God to help me decide what to do.   
What I wanted was for God to do something spectacular:   
 send a flock of white doves by,  
  or a cloud that looked unmistakably  
   like some symbol of undying love, a heart perhaps, or a ring.   
What I got was a lovely quiet moment on a bluff  
 and a really nice view of the Kokosing valley. 
Of course I did marry Robert. Sign or no sign.  
 Looking back, I now realize that what I really wanted that day  
  was what we sometimes get in scripture:   
   an editor from the future,  
    someone to sit down next to us on the hill  
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     and tell us how it all turns out.   
 
Solomon seems to want a messenger from the future, too.   
 Because after all the formal words about the Temple  
  he says an astonishing thing             
   right in the middle of this mega public relations career: He asks: 
    “But will God indeed dwell on the earth?   
     Even heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain you,  
      much less this house that I have built.”   
He wonders what we all wonder sometimes.   
 Does God hear prayers for safety and health and strength, for love, 
  for our children, our futures, our hopes?   
Does worship matter,  
 or are we who haul out here to this holy place  
  just quietly letting some time go by?   
Solomon pleads with God on behalf of everyone  
 who has ever asked if worship makes a difference:  
  “Lord God, I know you can’t ever be contained or manipulated,” he prays,  
   “but how about listening to everyone who pleads with you here?   
 How about keeping your eyes open day and night in this place,  
  if not for our sakes, then for the sake  
   of your own reputation, your own name?   
 Here, now and forever in this sanctuary,  
  won’t you hear the cries of kings, and farmers,  
   sinners and the sick, foreigners and strangers,  
    the one who prays every day,  
     and the one who only prays when the roof falls in?”   
 Solomon names everybody you can think of.   
  At one point he even prays,  
   “Won’t you hear whatever plea there is from any individual  
    or from all your people Israel,  
     knowing all the afflictions of their own hearts  
      that they stretch out their hands to you. . . .”   
Solomon has now sidestepped the Temple  
 and put God squarely at the center of people’s hearts:   
  a beautiful sanctuary, a big budget,  
   a great ritual, a huge crowd, don’t mean beans.   
    God must choose to dwell with the people, 
      and the people with God, or Israel will never have a home.   
 
Our other text for the day also speaks of a longing for home,  
 a home that can only be found in the presence of God.   
It is the most poetic and beloved of the six psalms of Zion 
 —the songs in praise of the Temple.  
The Temple is praised as a place of beauty.  
 “How lovely,” says the first line, as if the writer  
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  has just crested a hill and laid eyes on the Temple for the first time.  
There are lots of words that have to do  
 with journeying to Jerusalem,  
  going on a pilgrimage to the Temple.   
In fact, it may have been sung as pilgrims walked 
  toward the city or as they walked around in the streets after they arrived.   
 
Those who are journeying toward God, says the poet,  
 are blessed and given strength,  
  simply by setting out on the journey.   
On the way, they go through dry places, Baca,  
 and those dry places are suddenly blessed  
  with pools of water, or with early rain.   
The word for dry places might also mean “tears,”  
 and if that’s true, then people who are on the journey  
  toward God are themselves             
    a source of water to wash away the tears  
    of those they encounter on the way.   
 
There are so many lovely touches in the psalm.   
 I love the description of the birds  
  nesting in the eaves of the Temple.   
But all the words about the place are window dressing  
 compared to the joy of meeting the one who dwells there.   
  The place is simply an entryway to the Person.   
The psalm is filled with names for the person of God:  
 “Lord of Hosts,” “the living God,” “my king and my God.”   
  God is sun, the source of life, the shield and protector.   
   God gives grace and glory;  
    the good in life comes from the Lord.   
 
The pilgrims in the psalm who make the journey toward God  
 are themselves given a name: they are those who are happy.   
They don’t have to have arrived in God’s presence  
 to receive a blessing; it is part of them as soon  
  as they set foot on the way.   
   The highways to God are in the heart,  
    and that is why, wherever the people are,  
     they go “from strength to strength.”   
 
Sadly, as the added lines about “failure to walk in the way of God” tell us  
 in Solomon’s prayer, the Temple did not survive.   
The place of places, where Israel met and worshiped God,  

was reduced to a pile of rubble and one wall.           
  It will be replaced at one point and then it will be destroyed again. 
In the end, both of these public prayers foresee  
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 that it is not a place or a thing  
  that is the location of relationship with God;  
   it is a people and their ability to hold God in their hearts.   
 
You can’t tell me that isn’t a lesson for us  
 as we begin another program year in the church 
  or academic year at school or in college. 
I can’t think of anything better than these texts  
 to remind us that there is a huge difference  
  between choosing goals or making determinations on our own,  
   and setting out on a journey with God  
    as honestly and fully as we can, no matter what we’re doing.   
One journey is all about us,  
 about what we decide we can or cannot do.   
If we go it alone things might go well for awhile,  
 but we’ve been warned that in the end  
  relying only on ourselves can lead to a pile of rubble.   
The other kind of journey is all about God,  
 and according to the psalmist,  
  simply setting forth in God’s direction  
   each day can lead to a kind of happiness along the way.   
Which journey do you want to take?   
 And what are you are willing to do, or stop doing,  
  in order to get going? AMEN.   
 


